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Jewish Vampires The Witchcraft Of The Jews
The Jewish race has been well known and document to engage in the ritual murder of animals
and humans. As part of the ritual murders of humans the Jews by their own confession and the
evidence of the victims. Drain the blood from the body of the human victim usually a Gentile
child who is hung upon a cross and then stabbed many times the blood is drained from each
wound and then the Jews drink this blood and also dip a special kind of bread into the blood and
eat this. Jews have been documented to suffer aliments the symptoms of such only are found
amongst cannibals in the South Pacific which is from the effects of cannibalism. The Jews are
ordered in their Torah to use five types of animals for ritual murder one of the animals is cattle.
The Jews call Gentiles Goyim meaning cattle.

The writings of the Jewish Rabbi's will inform a person as to why they drink the blood. The
writings of Etz Hayim or the "Tree of Life" states that within the blood is the energy of the
Nefesh or the soul of the individual. The Jews engage in the drinking of the blood as a form of
literal vampirism. This is also why the Jews use blood in general with the animal ritual murders
they engage they are using the collective death energies and the soul energy of such humans
and animals. They are drinking the soul of the victim to increase their spiritual forces.

The ritual murder of the child upon the cross the drinking of the blood and eating of the bread.
This is sympathetic magic meaning forming a connection in Kabbalah to tie into the Christian
communion ritual the reason is the Christian communion is a deliberate mock up ritual murder
including the drinking of the blood and eating of the bread. This ties in by psychic forces of the
mass unconscious mind engaging in the communion ritual into connecting into the energy of the
actual ritual murders being done the same way by the Jews thus giving more power to the
energy being raised during the actual ritual murders. The Jews wrote the Bible and created the
Christian Church to bring about their global Kingdom by political ideology and occult magic.
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